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Champion Elevator is making waves in the elevator industry, offering top-notch services that cater to
property owners and managers across the United States. With an impressive track record of
servicing 6,547 elevators monthly, Champion Elevator has firmly established itself as a leader in the
field.

One of the key factors contributing to Champion Elevator’s success is its strategic expansion into
New England. The company’s warehouses and operations centers in Shelton, Connecticut, and
Nyack, New York, have allowed them to provide rapid and cost-effective services to clients, setting
them apart from traditional OEM companies. Property owners and managers have found in
Champion Elevator a reliable partner that delivers exceptional service without breaking the bank.

Champion Elevator’s dedication to excellence has not gone unnoticed. In 2020, 2021, and 2023,
they proudly received the Elevator World Ellies Award for “Best Family and East Coast Elevator
Company” in the United States. This recognition is a testament to their commitment to maintaining
the highest standards in the industry.

Furthermore, in 2021, the company’s founder, Donald Gelestino, was honored with the prestigious
“William C. Sturgeon” award by The National Association of Elevator Contractors. This award is the
most esteemed accolade in the elevator industry nationally, underscoring Champion Elevator’s
remarkable contributions and commitment to innovation within the field.

In a market where reliability and excellence are paramount, Champion Elevator continues to excel.
With their impressive monthly service numbers and a string of accolades, they are setting the
standard for elevator service providers, ensuring property owners and managers have a trusted
partner to keep their elevators running smoothly.

Don Gelestino is an IREON member and president and CEO of Champion Elevator Corp., CT.
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